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With Mobile 3D Filmstudio MASTERSOLUTION SHOW, quickly produced umpteen videos in TV quality.
Usage of this solution is easy and without the need of technical knowledge. With MASTERSOLUTION
SHOW, you can choose from different virtual studios (templates) and a custom client specific design
(CI) can be created with just a few settings. Useful features like the animated virtual camera provide
design flexibility and make the produced explanation videos much more lively. Existing videos can be
imported into the presentation and played back as a presentation slide, or even in Fullscreen mode.The
presentation is controlled easily via a Tablet (Setcard functionality).

Characteristics
The hard - and software package is ready for
immediate use and requires no installation. Films can
be produced in real time and without any previous
knowledge.

Import presentations, videos &
animated CAD data
With the help of MASTERSOLUTION SHOW, existing
PowerPoint slides, videos and animated CAD data
can easily be imported and optimised with numerous
3D-animated blend effects.

Individual Studio layouts
The solution offers custom Studio layouts in your
own corporate design as well as a large selection of
Studio templates with individual options for graphical
adaptation.

Record
MASTERSOLUTION SHOW allows for automatic film
editing with slide repetition by slips. Time-consuming
rendering is eliminated as the film is fully completed
immediately after finishing the recording.

Highlights
 virtual animated camera
 Film-in-Film-feature
 display videos and PPT slides in
fullscreen mode
 Customised Studio layouts
(own corporate design)
 direct interface to the video
management system
(MASTERSOLUTION VMS)

More information, as well as the possibility of a personal presentation can
be found at: www.mastersolution.ag
»SHOW« is a product of Mastersolution AG®.
The Mastersolution name and design is a registered trademark.
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